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In SMU (Sikkim Manipal University) Now No Negative Marking for Wrong Answer

There is no negative marking for SMU students. The concept of 25% negative marking for SMU
examination has been removed.

Feb. 6, 2009 - PRLog -- Recently, SMU (Sikkim Manipal University) which is known for health and
medical very proudly has announced for its distance education that no negative marking will consider for
wrong answer. As per the announcement students of all over India of SMU is happy. 

According to the negative marking 25% negative marking was applied for each wrong answer. In the
examination of SMU all questions were asked objectively to their courses. It means multiple choice
questions (MCQs) had to solve SMU’s students. 

With this announcement now student of SMU is very satisfied to solve all questions very confidently. I am
also the students of SMU for MBA course. I recently, knew the news so I decided to let people know about
the happy news. 

Sikkim Manipal University allows their student to fill their marks with MBA assignments
(http://historylitraturebooks.blogspot.com/) also along with the preparation of objectives questions papers
(http://economicbookreviews.blogspot.com/) for the half-yearly examinations. 

All the students of SMU are needed to follow same syllabus and prospect for their respective subject. So,
students can be happy with news of elimination of negative marking from their examination (
http://literaturebook.blogspot.com/).

# # #

MBA center is one of the best organization for Online MBA study http://mbaassignment.blogspot.com/ in
India. It handle to distribute the information regarding the technology and education also.
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